CUSTOM MODELS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

WWW.KOKEINC.COM
COMPACT FORKLIFT MAN BASKETS

MBF-3333

• 1-1/4” Square Tube Construction
• 42”H Side Rails with Mid Rail
• 60”H Mesh Enclosed Back
• Swing-In Door Standard
• Safety Chain to Secure Basket To Lift
• 2 Safety Harness Hook Points
• 33”W x 32”L Base
• Treadplate Floor for Anti-Slip
• 4”H Kickplate On All Sides
• Full Length Fork Pockets Fit Up To 2.5” x 7” Forks
• 500 LBS. Capacity

MBF-3648

• 1-1/4” Square Tube Construction
• 42”H Side Rails with Mid Rail
• 60”H Mesh Enclosed Back
• Swing-In Door Standard
• Safety Chain to Secure Basket To Lift
• 2 Safety Harness Hook Points
• 36”W x 48”L Base
• Treadplate Floor for Anti-Slip
• 4”H Kickplate On All Sides
• Full Length Fork Pockets Fit Up To 2.5” x 7” Forks
• 600 LBS. Capacity

Full Length Fork Pockets Standard on all Models

MBF OPTION:
MBF-HR Harness w/ Lanyard
FOLDING FORKLIFT MAN BASKETS

MBF-4848

- 42”H Tubular Square Side Rails with Mid Rail
- Swing-In Door Standard
- Safety Chain to Secure Basket To Lift
- 2 Harness Hook Points
- 48”W x 48”L Base
- 4”H Kickplate On All Sides
- 60”H Mesh Enclosed Back
- Full Length Fork Pockets Fit Up To 2.5” x 7” Forks
- Collapsible Design Reduces Shipping Costs & Storage Space Requirements
- 800 LBS. Capacity

MBF-7248

- 42”H Tubular Square Side Rails with Mid Rail
- Swing-In Door Standard
- Safety Chain to Secure Basket To Lift
- 2 Harness Hook Points
- 72”W x 48”L Base
- 4”H Kickplate On All Sides
- 60”H Mesh Enclosed Back
- Full Length Fork Pockets Fit Up To 2.5” x 7” Forks
- Collapsible Design Reduces Shipping Costs & Storage Space Requirements
- 800 LBS. Capacity

MBF-4848 Collapsed

MBF OPTION:
MBF-TT24 Hang On Tool Tray
HEAVY DUTY FORKLIFT
MAN BASKETS

MBF-4848HD
• 42"H Tubular Square Side Rails with Mid Rail
• Swing-In Door Standard
• Safety Chain to Secure Basket to Lift
• 4"H Kickplate on All Sides
• 60"H Mesh Backing
• 2 Safety Harness Hook Points
• 48"W x 48"L Base
• Full Length Heavy Duty Tubed Fork Pockets
• Fit Up To 2.25" x 7" Forks
• Heavy Duty 2" x 2" Tube
• Fully Welded Construction
• Designed for Rough Terrain Use
• 1,200 LBS. Capacity

MBF-7248HD
• 42"H Tubular Square Side Rails with Mid Rail
• Swing-In Door Standard
• Safety Chain to Secure Basket to Lift
• 4"H Kickplate on All Sides
• 60"H Mesh Backing
• 2 Safety Harness Hook Points
• 72"W x 48"L Base
• Full Length Heavy Duty Tubed Fork Pockets
• Fit Up To 2.25" x 7" Forks
• Heavy Duty 2" x 2" Tube
• Fully Welded Construction
• Designed for Rough Terrain Use
• 1,200 LBS. Capacity

MBF OPTION:
MBF-PL Pin Lock

HD Series comes with Spring Loaded Door Latch